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Abstract

Numerical investigations of three-dimensional dynamic stall on a two-bladed Mach-scaled rotor (R = 0.65m,

Ma75 = 0.21, Re75 = 3.5 × 10
5) with 1/rev cyclic pitch control are presented and compared to experimental

surface pressure and PIV data. In addition to URANS simulations using the finite-volume flow solvers FLOWer

and TAU, a delayed detached-eddy simulation (DDES) with Menter SST as underlying RANS model is carried out

with FLOWer. Facing dynamic stall and flow separation, the DDES reproduces high-frequency load fluctuations,

cycle-to-cycle variations and small-scale vortical structures as seen in the experiment, which is not the case with

URANS. However, common hybrid RANS-LES issues – grid-induced separation and the grey area problem –

play a role in this DDES and influence loads severely. FLOWer SST simulations yield load peaks of the same

magnitude as individual, non-phase-averaged measurements. With TAU SST the dynamic stall event is delayed

and weakened compared to FLOWer SST and experimental results. FLOWer and TAU results using the SA

turbulence model are fairly comparable but in bad agreement with the experiment at the outboard station at r/R =

0.77, where they exhibit no dynamic stall at all.

1 NOMENCLATURE

c blade chord (m)

clM
2 local lift coefficient (-)

cmM
2 local pitching moment coefficient (-)

cpM
2 pressure coefficient (-)

f rotational frequency (Hz)

fd DDES shielding function (-)

M Mach number (-)

r radial location (m)

R rotor radius (m)

Re Reynolds number (-)

ss static stall

t time (s)

T oscillation period (s)

u flow velocity (m/s)

x, y, z chordwise, spanwise, normal direction (m)

θ root pitch angle (◦)

νt kinematic eddy viscosity (m2/s)

ψ azimuth angle (◦)

75 at radial station r/R = 0.75
↑ ↓ during up- or downstroke

∗Corresponding author. University of Stuttgart, Institute of Aero-
dynamics and Gas Dynamics (IAG), Pfaffenwaldring 21, 70569
Stuttgart.

2 INTRODUCTION

Dynamic stall (DS) is an unsteady flow phenomenon

which occurs on rotor blades during high-speed for-

ward or maneuvering flight, when asymmetrical effec-

tive inflow requires large cyclic pitch control, leading

to high effective angles of attack on the retreating side

of the rotor. As the angle of attack temporarily ex-

ceeds the static stall angle, vortical structures evolve

on the suction side of the rotor blade, increasing the

lift beyond its static maximum. Then the dynamic

stall vortices convect downstream and regions of high

lift are shifted past the quarter chord position, which

leads to strong nose-down pitching moments. Even-

tually, the vortical structures are shed into the wake

and flow stays massively separated for a large portion

of the azimuth, introducing a strong load hysteresis.

Load peaks and vibrations occurring during dynamic

stall are large enough to compromise the structural

integrity of the rotor blade and pitch links and, thus,

limit the flight envelope of a helicopter [1].

The investigation of separated flow and dynamic stall

on a rotor poses a challenge both to an experimen-

tal and to a numerical setup, since flow is highly un-

steady, three-dimensional and occurring in a rotat-

ing frame of reference. While most research on this
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Figure 1: CAD model of the rotor test bench in front of the

wind tunnel nozzle.

topic was therefore done on two-dimensional pitch-

ing airfoils or finite wings, dynamic stall is currently

investigated on a two-bladed Mach-scaled rotor in the

framework of a research project between the German

Aerospace Center (DLR) and the Institute of Aerody-

namics and Gas Dynamics (IAG) of the University of

Stuttgart.

Recently, Jain et al. [2] carried out a high-resolution

DDES of static and dynamic stall on an OA209 finite

wing considering laminar-turbulent transition and hav-

ing good agreement between the flow solvers OVER-

FLOW and elsA and experimental data. The grid res-

olutions of their setups are comparable to those in-

vestigated here, except that they did not apply a stall

explicit focus region with rather cubic cells. However,

their time step was half the size of the finest time step

used in this study. Kaufmann et al. [3] also investi-

gated dynamic stall on a pitching finite wing, which

had the same airfoil and blade tip as the rotor blade

investigated in this work. They performed URANS

computations using the flow solver TAU and also con-

sidered flow transition, which improved the results re-

garding trailing edge flow separation. A similar setup

regarding spatial resolution and grid topology is used

for the TAU investigations shown here. Both inves-

tigations of dynamic stall on a finite wing achieved

good results using the Menter SST turbulence model.

Richez and Ortun [4] used the elsA code in URANS

mode to simulate dynamic stall on an isolated rotor

in forward flight considering blade deformation. They

discovered three regions on the rotor disc with differ-

ent stall mechanisms. One of them is rapidly grow-

ing trailing edge stall, which seems similar to the stall

mechanism discovered here. Good agreement with

wind tunnel test data regarding sectional loads could

be achieved using a rather coarse azimuthal time-

step of ∆ψ = 0.3 ◦. Richez [5] then showed in an-

other URANS investigation of a rotor in forward flight

that dynamic stall can also be triggered by blade-

vortex interaction. Again, the azimuthal time-step

of ∆ψ = 0.3 ◦ and only 5.7 million grid points per rotor

blade were sufficient to capture key characteristics of

dynamic stall regarding sectional loads. Very similar

observations were made by Chaderjian [6] performing

a SA-DDES of a UH-60A rotor. He also showed that a

wake grid spacing of 10% ctip is sufficient from an en-

gineering point of view. The baseline FLOWer setup

of this work was used in an investigation by Letzgus

et al. [7] before, although with different flow conditions,

carrying out a grid and time step dependency study.

3 SETUPS AND FLOW CONDI-

TIONS

3.1 Experimental setup

The experiments were conducted in the rotor test fa-

cility (RTG) at DLR in Göttingen. The rotor axis is hor-

izontally mounted on a test bench which is integrated

into an Eiffel-type wind tunnel with a rectangular noz-

zle, providing a well-defined inflow. Figure 1 shows

the CAD model of this setup. A swash plate is used to

introduce a large cyclic pitch variation which triggers

dynamic stall. The rotor radius R is 0.65 m, the rotor

blade has a chord length c of 72 mm and uses a DSA-

9A airfoil shape with a parabolically shaped SPP8

blade tip without anhedral. A negative twist of -9.3 ◦

towards the tip is incorporated. Unsteady Kulite LQ-

062 sealed gauge pressure transducers are installed

in two radial cuts at r/R = 53% and r/R = 77%.

The pressure data is phase-averaged over 8400 dy-

namic stall cycles of one rotor blade. Furthermore,

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) data at five radial

stations and tuft visualizations were obtained. A more

detailed overview of the RTG can be found in Schw-

ermer et al [8]. A detailed description of the experi-

mental setup and a comprehensive analysis of the

experimental data regarding the dynamic stall case

investigated in this work was presented recently by

Schwermer et al. [9] as well.

3.2 Numerical setup: FLOWer

The numerical investigations conducted at IAG use

the block-structured finite-volume URANS solver

FLOWer [10], originally developed by DLR and con-

siderably enhanced by IAG, utilizing a second-order

implicit dual-time stepping method for time inte-

gration, the second-order spatial Jameson-Schmidt-

Turkel (JST) scheme and a three-level multigrid



method. The flow is considered fully turbulent and

the Menter SST as well as the Spalart-Allmaras (SA)

turbulence model are used (standard formulations,

no curvature/rotation corrections). In general, a hy-

brid RANS-LES modelling approach is believed to

improve numerical investigations of separated flow,

since in the LES (large-eddy simulation) region of the

computational domain, the artificial eddy viscosity in-

troduced by a turbulence model is considerably re-

duced and larger, energy-containing turbulent struc-

tures are resolved. Therefore – in addition to the

URANS simulations – a delayed detached-eddy sim-

ulation (DDES) [11] is carried out with Menter SST as

underlying RANS model [12]. Validation and first ap-

plications of DDES with the flow solver FLOWer were

recently shown by Weihing [13].

On the FLOWer side, two grids are investigated. The

first one, denoted baseline and taken from a previ-

ous investigation [7], is a typical high-resolution CH-

type URANS grid. The second one, denoted fine, is

optimized for a hybrid RANS-LES approach, as the

spanwise spatial resolution is significantly increased.

This is not only appropriate to resolve highly three-

dimensional stalled flow, but the LES region inher-

ently benefits from cubic cells [14]. Therefore, a dy-

namic stall focus region, based on results of prelim-

inary URANS simulations, is specified, which covers

the suction side of the rotor blade and the near wake

with a grid size of 0.5 % c, see Figure 2. To enable

this local refinement of a structured grid, there is a

two-part blade grid of the CH-type: A fine near-wall

grid, based on gridding guidelines of AIAA’s 6th Drag

Prediction Workshop [15], covers the boundary layer.

To reduce the number of grid cells, the chordwise res-

olution is coarsened on the lower side of the rotor

blade. Also, a hanging grid-nodes interface is used

to halve the spanwise resolution there. A Chimera or

overset interface then connects this grid with a auto-

generated Cartesian far-wall blade grid, which also

uses the hanging grid-nodes technique to refine or

coarsen the grid. Cell sizes and further grid data can

be found in Table 1.

FLOWer fine

TAU

Figure 2: Spanwise slices at r/R = 0.77 through FLOWer

fine and TAU grid and details of upper side of nose region.

The baseline as well as the fine rotor blade grid

are embedded into a Cartesian background grid,

which extends to a distance of 6R (baseline) respec-

tively 10R (fine) from the rotor origin. To take the ac-

tual rotor hub and rotor shaft with its bearings into ac-

count, a simplified blade mount and spinner is mod-

elled as shown in Figure 3. However, the boundary

layer of the spinner is not resolved and an inviscid

wall boundary condition is applied there.

Regarding the temporal resolution of simulations fac-

ing three-dimensional dynamic stall, recent inves-

tigations [16;7;5] showed that an azimuthal time-step

of ∆ψ = 1/4 ◦ (720 steps/ cycle) or even larger is

sufficient to resolve key characteristics of dynamic

stall. However, numerical investigations of separated

flow around airfoils or finite wings [14;17;2] use much

Table 1: Cell sizes and grid data; x is in chordwise, y in spanwise and z in normal direction.

TAU FLOWer baseline FLOWer fine

∆x/c leading edge [%] 0.09 0.05 0.06

∆x/c trailing edge [%] 0.15 0.05 0.06

∆y/c blade tip [%] 0.11 0.90 0.08

max. ∆x/c (upper side) [%] 1.15 0.80 0.50

max. ∆y/c (upper side) [%] 3.00 6.00 0.50

∆z1 (first cell height) [m] 3.4×10-6 9.8×10-7 8.0×10-7

growth rate boundary layer [-] 1.25 1.15 1.10

total grid nodes [million] 31.1 56.7 238.3



FLOWer

TAU

Figure 3: Modelled surfaces of the numerical setups:

FLOWer with rotor blades, simplified blade mount, spinner

and shaft, TAU with isolated rotor blades.

smaller time steps – especially if a DES is carried

out – in the order of ∆t = ∆0/Umax, with ∆0 being

the smallest grid size and Umax the largest flow ve-

locity in the respective region. Today, this is computa-

tionally not feasible for rotor applications, since many

revolutions must be simulated for the flow to reach a

quasi-periodic state. However, preliminary investiga-

tions showed that an azimuthal time-step of ∆ψ =
1/12 ◦ (4320 steps/ revolution) for the baseline setup

and ∆ψ = 1/24 ◦ (8640 steps/ revolution) for the fine

setup is in fact necessary to suppress numerical in-

stabilities in form of high-frequency surface pressure

fluctuations in the region of leading edge flow sepa-

ration. The dual-time stepping scheme uses 20 to 65

inner iterations, which reduce the residuals at least by

an order of magnitude.

3.3 Numerical setup: TAU

Additional computations are conducted at DLR

Göttingen with DLR’s second-order finite-volume

URANS solver TAU [18], which uses unstructured hy-

brid grids, an implicit backward Euler and four-level

multigrid method. Again, both the Menter SST and SA

turbulence model are used (standard formulations, no

curvature/rotation corrections) and flow is considered

fully turbulent. While the boundary layer region uses

prism layers, tetrahedral cells are added to the sur-

rounding region, which extends to roughly 920R, see

Figure 2. The grid points are distributed according to

Kaufmann et al [19]. Further grid information is listed in

Table 1 as well. The pitching motion is resolved with

1800 azimuthal time steps per period. As Figure 3

shows, the TAU setup only models the surface of the

two rotor blades. Both the FLOWer and TAU setup

use rigid rotor blades, so no deformation is consid-

ered.

3.4 Flow conditions

The rotor is operated at a rotational frequency of

frotor = 23.6Hz, leading to a Mach number of 0.21

and a Reynolds number of 3.5×105 at 75 % rotor ra-

dius. The sinusoidal variation of the root pitch angle

is θ(t) = 23.8 ◦ − 6.2 ◦ cos(2π frotor t), which triggers

dynamic stall. The experiments were carried out with

a wind tunnel exit velocity of 2.2 m/s. To take this into

account, the numerical investigations use a uniform

axial inflow velocity of the same magnitude.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Static hover case

To gain confidence in the numerical setups, a hover

test case with 24 ◦ static root pitch angle is investi-

gated at first. This root pitch angle is about 2.7 ◦ be-

low the static stall angle and leads to a highly loaded

rotor with fully attached flow. The pressure distribu-

tions in Figure 4 exhibit on the one hand an overall

good agreement between computations and experi-

ment and on the other hand very good agreement

between FLOWer and TAU. Both computations yield

slightly higher lift at the leading part of the suction

side, where laminar-turbulent transition occurs in the

experiment [9]. The measured integral rotor thrust in

this case is 150.4 N compared to 150.9 N (+0.3 %)

computed by FLOWer. Interestingly enough, the pres-

sure distributions at r/R = 0.31 also agree well be-

tween both computations, although the modelled ge-

ometries strongly differ at the blade root, which be-

gins at r/R = 0.25 . The good numerical results of

this static hover case give reasons to believe that in-

fluences of blade elasticity, test bench, rotor head and

shear layer of the wind tunnel jet only play a negligible

role here.
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Figure 4: Pressure distributions of CFD and experiment for

a highly loaded hover case with a static root pitch angle

of θ = 24
◦.



4.2 Dynamic stall case

4.2.1 FLOWer URANS and DDES investigations

A key aspect of dynamic stall is the overshoot of lift

and nose-down pitching moment. Here, the local load

coefficients at the radial station r/R = 0.77, where

nine pressure sensors are available in the experiment,

are compared. Consequently, the numerical coeffi-

cients are integrated from surface pressure taken only

at the experimental pressure-tap positions (see Fig-

ure 9) as well. Schwermer et al. [9] showed that this is

reasonable and yields qualitatively similar polars.

In Figure 5, FLOWer load coefficients are compared

to those of the experiment. The error bars repre-

sent the standard deviation of the phase-averaged

experimental data. First, it shows that the URANS

results using the baseline and the fine grid are very

similar during the whole upstroke and minor differ-

ences are only found during the downstroke, when

the polars exhibit a strong hysteresis due to com-

plete flow separation. Secondly, URANS and DDES

load coefficients are the same during most part of the

upstroke until θ ≈ 27 ◦↑. During this linear phase,

FLOWer yields a slightly higher lift and pitching mo-

ment than the experiment, especially at the lower

turning point of the cycle. Continuing the upstroke un-

til θ ≈ 29 ◦↑, lift of DDES and experiment stops rising,

while the slope of the URANS solutions’ lift remains

constant. Then, with DDES, a strong peak in addi-

tional lift and (negative) nose-down pitching moment

occurs more than 0.5 ◦ earlier than in the experiment

or with URANS, which stalls last. Just before the up-

per turning point, the pitching moment rises to a pre-

stall level and then drops rapidly again, as the blade

starts to pitch down. During the downstroke, lift hys-

teresis of DDES is strongest and URANS agrees bet-

ter with the experiment. Regarding the pitching mo-

ment, the URANS solutions show a somewhat earlier

recovery.

Here, the computational maximum of lift and pitch-

ing moment exceeds the phase-averaged maximum

of the experiment significantly and occurs as a dis-

tinct peak. However, it is known that phase-averaging

of experimental pressure data to some extent cancels

out peak values, as stall onset and aerodynamic peak

values change from cycle to cycle [20;3]. Therefore,

non-phase-averaged load coefficients of four consec-

utive, arbitrarily chosen, dynamic stall cycles are plot-

ted in Figure 6 and it becomes apparent that the ex-

perimental lift as well as the pitching moment reach

peak values comparable to those of the computations.

It also shows that there is almost no cycle-to-cycle

variation with URANS, even during the downstroke,

when flow is massively separated. In contrast, DDES

yields high-frequency fluctuations and cycle-to-cycle

variations comparable to those of the experiment.

Judging only from Figure 5 and 6, the characteristic

dynamic stall event, that is a sudden peak in nose-

down pitching moment and lift overshoot triggered

by leading-edge flow separation with vortex formation

and convection, seems to simply occur earlier in the

cycle of the DDES. Facing premature separation in

combination with a hybrid RANS-LES approach, the

well-known issue of modelled stress depletion (MSD)

causing grid-induced separation (GIS) [21;11] comes to

mind. Here, the LES region intrudes too far into the

boundary layer, which reduces the Reynolds stresses

and consequently the modelled transfer of momen-

tum. A cut through the boundary layer at r/R = 0.77
and x/c = 0.75 at an early point during the upstroke

shows that with DDES, the eddy viscosity νt is in

fact reduced in the outer part of the boundary layer,
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Figure 5: Comparison of experimental (phase-averaged) and numerical (reduced data, phase-averaged over four dynamic

stall cycles) local lift and pitching moment coefficients at r/R = 0.77. The numerical data is from FLOWer URANS baseline/

fine and FLOWer DDES fine simulations.
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Figure 6: Comparison of non-phase-averaged experimental and numerical (reduced data) lift and pitching moment coeffi-

cients at r/R = 0.77 of four consecutive dynamic stall cycles.

where the shielding function 1 − fd drops from one

to zero, see Figure 7. While in theory [11], 1 − fd
should not drop to zero until the edge of the boundary

layer, the LES mode in this case is activated at half of

the boundary layer height. Recently, similar observa-

tions with high-resolution DDES facing adverse pres-

sure gradients were made by others [22;23;24;25], who

also proposed some recalibrations of the model. In

summary, it cannot be completely ruled out that grid-

induced separation occurs in this DDES, although the

flattening of the lift polar around θ = 27 ◦ ↑ agrees well

with the experiment.

Figure 8, showing surface streamlines on the suc-

tion side, reveals that with DDES, the upstream and

outboard extent of trailing edge flow separation is

larger than with URANS at earlier stages of the cycle

(t/T = 0.37, 0.40). Likewise, instantaneous in-plane

streamlines at r/R = 0.77 indicate a distinct region

of flow recirculation above the trailing edge only with

DDES, see t/T = 0.40 in Figure 10. The growing trail-

ing edge flow separation observed in all simulations

resembles Leishman’s [1] definition of the first stage of

dynamic stall.

Moving on in time to t/T = 0.45, the DDES surface

solution exhibits very low pressure around mid-chord

between 0.55 < r/R < 0.83. This bar-shaped re-

gion looks somewhat similar to the footprint of a dy-

namic stall vortex of a URANS simulation, and in-

deed, the recirculation zone evolving at the trailing

edge has grown and moved upstream, forming a

strong vortex at x/c ≈ 0.6, which induces massive

flow reversal (Figure 10). It is worth noting that this

vortex evolves from the free shear layer at a fixed

chordwise position and must not be confused with

a dynamic stall vortex convecting from the leading

edge. Quite the contrary, the beginning of a dynamic

stall event can be seen just downstream the leading
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Figure 7: Boundary layer data of FLOWer fine URANS and

DDES at x/c = 0.75, r/R = 0.77 and t/T = 0.3 (upstroke).

edge between 0.55 < r/R < 0.75. This becomes

more obvious in Figure 9, where near-leading-edge

low pressure peaks in the pressure distributions indi-

cate dynamic stall. Thus, the earlier peaks of nose-

down pitching moment and lift observed in the DDES

load polars are the result of short-term low pressure

around mid-chord, which is neither present in the ex-

periments nor in the URANS simulations. It is be-

lieved that this is related to another major issue of

every hybrid RANS-LES approach, the so called grey

area problem [26]. In this case, the free shear layer

stays stable for too long, since the LES region is,

of course, not fed with resolved turbulent structures

from the RANS region. In addition, it lacks the abil-

ity to resolve initial small shear layer instabilities, on

the one hand due to insufficient grid resolution and on

the other hand due to damping effects of the close-by

RANS region [27]. Thus, the free shear layer breakup

is non-physically delayed, which might allow the men-

tioned non-dynamic stall vortex to roll up and to gain
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t/T = 0.37, θ = 28.0 ◦ ↑

t/T = 0.40, θ = 28.8 ◦ ↑

t/T = 0.45, θ = 29.7 ◦ ↑

t/T = 0.47, θ = 29.9 ◦ ↑

t/T = 0.68, θ = 26.4 ◦ ↓

Figure 8: Comparison of instantaneous distributions of surface pressure and surface streamlines on the suction side

between FLOWer URANS and DDES at several points during one cycle of dynamic stall.
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(single phase) at several points during one cycle of dynamic stall.



such strength. According to high-fidelity LES investi-

gations [28] and PIV measurements [29] of dynamic stall

onset on oscillating airfoils the free shear layer should

quickly develop downstream convecting, small-scale

vortical structures due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz insta-

bility.

Still at t/T = 0.45, both the surface solution and

the pressure distribution of the URANS simulation

already indicate dynamic stall more inboard, be-

tween 0.5 < r/R < 0.65. In the experiment, the pres-

sure distribution implies a conventional suction peak

and the low standard deviation in phase-averaged

pressures suggest that this is not the case (Figure 9).

A moment later at t/T = 0.47, the free shear layer

of DDES finally breaks up into smaller, incoherent

vortical structures which quickly convect downstream,

while at the leading edge, several dynamic stall vor-

tices become visible. The URANS dynamic stall vor-

tex is rather compact and stays close to the surface.

Basically no disturbance of the flow can yet be seen

in the instantaneous PIV image, see Figure 10 again.

As the URANS surface solution shows, the omega-

shaped vortex grows in- and outboard and is about

to reach r/R = 0.77. At this point, the URANS pres-

sure distribution matches the experiment’s very well.

Both the deformed URANS suction peak and the sig-

nificantly increased standard deviation of the exper-

imental pressure sensor at x/c = 0.03 indicate the

beginning of leading edge stall. The connection be-

tween stall and rising standard deviation of pressure

sensors is described e.g. by Gardner [30]. However,

at the inner radial station at r/R = 0.53, there is still

FLOWer SST URANS fine FLOWer SST DDES fine Exp. RTG PIV

t/T = 0.40, θ = 28.8 ◦ ↑

t/T = 0.45, θ = 29.7 ◦ ↑

t/T = 0.47, θ = 29.9 ◦ ↑

t/T = 0.62, θ = 28.3 ◦ ↓

t/T = 0.68, θ = 26.4 ◦ ↓

Figure 10: Comparison of contours of instantaneous in-plane vorticity and in-plane streamlines at r/R = 0.77 between

FLOWer computations and experiment at several points during one cycle of dynamic stall.



no sign of dynamic stall in the experiment. Compar-

ing the pressure distributions of the simulations, it is

also apparent that the shedding of dynamic stall vor-

tices happens earlier in the cycle of DDES, as the low

pressure peaks are already convected further down-

stream.

As soon as there is complete leading edge flow sep-

aration, for instance at at t/T = 0.62, DDES works as

expected and is able to capture the flow field at r/R =
0.77 very well: The instantaneous vorticity contours

indicate turbulent structures, which are as incoherent

and chaotic as in the experiment. Also, the size and

shape of structures and vertical extent of the sepa-

rated flow matches well. In contrast, URANS compu-

tations exhibit a coherent recirculation zone and the

extent of flow separation is already declining.

Finally at t/T = 0.68, both the surface solutions and

the in-plane flow field at r/R = 0.77 of the URANS

simulation exhibit flow reattachment starting at the

leading edge of the outboard region. Flow remains

disturbed only close to the surface and at the rear of

the rotor blade, where it has a strong tip-wise directed

component. With DDES, flow is still massively sepa-

rated, indicated by rather chaotic surface streamlines.

The dividing in-plane streamline of the DDES (Fig-

ure 10) is similar to the one of the experiment and

covers a region of flow separation with a vertical ex-

tent of still one third of the chord length. Again, the

vortical structures of the DDES are quite comparable

to those obtained from PIV data.

4.2.2 Comparison of FLOWer and TAU URANS

investigations

During most part of the upstroke, when the root pitch

angle is below it’s static stall angle (θss ≈ 26.7 ◦) and

flow is fully attached, all simulations are expected

to yield very similar results. Regarding local lift and

pitching moment coefficients at r/R = 0.77, Figure 11

confirms that this is the case. Then, between θss and

the upper turning point, all URANS simulations fail to

capture the flattening of the experimental lift polar,

and both TAU solutions yield slightly higher lift than

FLOWer. At the upper turning point, neither both TAU

simulations nor FLOWer SA show an additional sharp

lift peak observed in the experiment and with FLOWer

SST. Those three simulations also do not have any

moment stall there. At around θ = 28 ◦ ↓ (t/T = 0.63)
of the downstroke, the TAU SST solution exhibits a

steep but short rise in nose-down pitching moment,

which indicates a delayed and weakened dynamic

stall event. In general, both simulations using the SA

turbulence model yield fairly similar pitching moments

throughout the whole cycle, have weaker lift hystere-

sis and show no clear signs of dynamic stall at this

radial station.

The pressure distributions in Figure 12 reveal that at

the upper turning point (t/T = 0.50), both TAU sim-

ulations and FLOWer SA retain a substantial suction

peak. At the inner radial station at r/R = 0.53 this

seems to agree well with the experiment considering

the low standard deviation, outboard at r/R = 0.77
it does not. Moving on in time to t/T = 0.52 the

surface pressure barely changes at r/R = 0.77, but

at r/R = 0.53 both TAU solutions show a breakdown

of the leading edge suction peak and the downstream

convection of a low pressure peak, lagging behind the

FLOWer SST solution. Finally at t/T = 0.65 TAU SST

is also mostly stalled at r/R = 0.77 and low pressure

is shifted downstream the quarter chord point, induc-

ing the nose-down pitching moment peak seen in the

local polar, while both SA solutions keep their strong

suction peak. At the inner station at r/R = 0.53, only

the FLOWer SA solution shows no dynamic stall event
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Figure 11: Comparison of experimental (phase-averaged) and numerical (reduced data, single cycle) local lift and pitching

moment coefficients at r/R = 0.77. The numerical data is from FLOWer baseline and TAU simulations (URANS).
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Figure 12: Pressure distributions comparing FLOWer baseline and TAU simulations (single phase) and experiment (phase-

averaged) at several points during one cycle of dynamic stall.

throughout the complete cycle. Regarding the exper-

iment, the increased standard deviation of the two

pressure sensors at x/c = 0.11 and x/c = 0.19 sug-

gests that there finally is flow separation at the leading

part of the suction side.

Comparing pressure distributions and surface

streamlines of TAU SST in Figure 13 with those of

FLOWer SST URANS in Figure 8 during the upstroke

at t/T = 0.37, small differences are only found in the

innermost region of the blade. This is most likely due

to the different blade mount treatment, which permits

flow around the blade root and formation of a root

vortex in case of the TAU setup. At t/T = 0.40 there

still is only weak trailing edge separation with TAU,

while FLOWer already shows a second separation

line around the quarter chord line and strong span-

wise flow inboard of r/R ≈ 0.7. With TAU, a typical

omega-shaped footprint of a dynamic stall vortex can

then be seen during the downstroke at t/T = 0.55.

Compared with FLOWer, where such an event is

seen much earlier at t/T = 0.47, induced pressure is

not as low and the footprint is more inboard. Since

the dynamic stall event of TAU is delayed beyond

the upper turning point of the pitching motion, it

seems plausible that the vortical structure itself has a

different strength and spread. Finally at t/T = 0.68
flow reattachment is already more advanced with

TAU, especially in the blade tip region.

Figure 14 visualizes main dynamic stall vortices of

all simulations which use the SST turbulence model.

Since it was found that the dynamic stall events do

not happen simultaneously, different points in time are



t/T = 0.37, θ = 28.0 ◦ ↑

t/T = 0.40, θ = 28.8 ◦ ↑

t/T = 0.55, θ = 29.7 ◦ ↓

t/T = 0.68, θ = 26.4 ◦ ↓

Figure 13: Instantaneous distributions of surface pressure

and surface streamlines on the suction side of the TAU SST

URANS simulation at several points during one cycle of dy-

namic stall (contours legend see Figure 8).

chosen. DDES has mostly small-scale, incoherent

vortical structures, except in the wake, where tube-

shaped structures indicate typical URANS flow sep-

aration resembling a Kármán vortex street. They

evolved early in the cycle, when the LES mode was

either not yet active or failed to simulate the decay

of large-scale vortical structures. DDES also exhibits

smaller, secondary vortex filaments orbiting the main

blade tip vortex. As assumed before, the dynamic stall

vortex of FLOWer URANS convects more outboard

and is more distinct than the one of TAU. The broad

sheet of λ2-structures in the wake of the TAU solution

might be related to the unstructured grid.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this work numerical investigations of three-

dimensional dynamic stall on a two-bladed Mach-

scaled rotor with 1/rev cyclic pitch control were carried

out and compared to experimental surface pressure

and PIV data. In addition to URANS simulations us-

ing the finite-volume flow solvers FLOWer (structured)

and TAU (hybrid unstructured), a high-resolution de-

layed detached-eddy simulation (DDES) with Menter

SST as underlying RANS model was performed using

FLOWer. The URANS simulations were carried out

with both the Menter SST and SA turbulence model.

In all simulations the flow was considered fully turbu-

lent at all times. The main findings are as follows:

• Good agreement between experimental results,

FLOWer and TAU simulations of a static, highly

loaded hover case has been achieved. Influences

of blade elasticity, rotor head and test bench com-

ponents as well as shear layer effects of the wind

tunnel jet seem to be negligible.

• In case of dynamic stall, only the DDES captures

the flattening of the lift polar beyond the static stall

angle seen in the experiment. It is also able to

reproduce physically realistic high-frequency load

fluctuations and cycle-to-cycle variations if flow is

separated, which is not possible with URANS. In

case of complete flow separation, only the DDES

flow field agrees well with PIV data regarding size

and shape of incoherent vortical structures and

form of dividing streamlines.

• The main issues of a hybrid RANS-LES approach –

modelled stress depletion (MSD) causing grid-

induced separation (GIS) and the grey area prob-

lem – are likely to exist both in this DDES case.

During the complex transition from attached to com-

pletely separated flow, the latter seems to support

the formation of a strong vortex from the free shear

layer, which severely influences lift and nose-down

pitching moment and is not seen in URANS and ex-

perimental results.

• For the most part of the upstroke, as long as flow

is attached, all simulations yield the same local

loads at r/R = 0.77, which match the experimental

loads fairly well. Load peaks of the FLOWer SST

simulations are of the same magnitude as of non-

phase-averaged measurements. However, phase-

averaging of experimental data reduces peak val-

ues significantly.

FLOWer SST DDES fine, t/T = 0.47 FLOWer SST URANS fine, t/T = 0.50 TAU SST URANS, t/T = 0.55

Figure 14: Visualization of dynamic stall vortices by means of instantaneous isosurfaces of the λ2-criterion.



• With TAU SST, dynamic stall occurs delayed and

much weaker than with FLOWer SST. As one sin-

gle reason for that could not be found, a combina-

tion of differences in grids and implementation and

usage of numerical schemes is assumed to be the

issue. The SA solutions of FLOWer and TAU agree

better and show the same non-stall behaviour out-

board at r/R = 0.77. Consequently, they com-

pletely fail to capture dynamic stall there. More

inboard at r/R = 0.53 TAU SA shows only weak

dynamic stall while FLOWer SA shows no leading

edge stall throughout the complete cycle.
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